





Case Studies for Studying  a  Foreign Language 




The method of using the lecture of both a so-called Japanese teacher （no native） 
and the foreigner teacher （native） together is adopted in the study curriculum of the 
foreign language in the 1.2th grader of the university or a general language school in 
Japan today.
The research object of this thesis is ,so to speak, a different kind synonym. The 
Japanese term used in a translation is the same word though this is a different word. It 
is a word that there is a limit in their explanations of it in Japanese though such a word 
is a meaning of a word that only the native teacher understands. Therefore, it is a word 
that no native teacher should explain in Japanese.
The purpose of this thesis is to present the concept of effective “Clarification” work 
to acquire the foreign language. Moreover, the meaning of the concept is examined, and, 
in addition, a concrete case is presented. This concept is a method effective to study the 
course of the introduction, the base, and the beginnerʼs class in chiefly the first grader of 
the university or studying a foreign language of the second grader and general language 
school.
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①　I  will go .　　　行く











①　I always wake up at seven.　　　目を覚ます。














①　She was surprised by his opinion.　　　驚いた。






①　We differentiated the real bills from the bogus bills.　　　分ける。






①　I reply to the question.　　　答える。






①　He examines this paper.　　　調べる。






①　She has a power.　　　持っている。







①　He is an able student.　　　能力がある。
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